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FINANCIAL QUESTIONS (^gnUnued) 

Mr. PUMPE (Nigeria) said that if UNIDe's work programme was to be 

meaningful, C/yverumenta, particularly th«se <*f the developed countrie«, must b« 

prepared to make adequate voluntary contributions to finance opérations nn  the 

scale which the programme anticipated. The question of financing should therefore 

rank among UNIDO'G top priorities. It was rightly recognized that the real 

impediment to rapid industrialization in many of the leso developed areas was not 

ignorance of industrial programming techniques or other techniques for evaluating 

the lespective merits of different projects but the lack of funds and bankable 

projects. His delegation thought that a pledging conference would constitute the 

most practical means of obtaining the funds required to finance operational 

activities. There c^uld be no doubt that UNIDO would be a more effective 

organization if it had its «wn, independent source of financing. Moreover, funds 

accruing from a pledging conference could be used more flexibly than funds from 

other sources. 

Attention had b*en drawn to the fact that large sums would be required once 

the technical assistance approach to industrialization was replaced by the actual 

execution of expensive research projects, feasibility studies and promotional 

activities. For example, one of the obstacles to rapid industrialization was the 

difficulty of obtaining expatriate management teams for specific industrial 

projects and the high cost of management. He wondered if at the early stago3 of 

a project UNIDO could not only assist in attracting the right type of management 

teams but also help to defray the costs in foreign exchange which the employment 

of such teams entailed. Hitherto the 50/50 ratio had been applied by the Special 

Fund in rendering assistance f*r the execution of detailed technical and economic 

feasibility studies and the evaluation of specific projects. UNIDO, through its 

independent source of funds, should be able to bear at least 8o per cent of the 

cost of such studies. He also wondered if it would not be possible for UNIDO to 

make short-term loans during the critical time when new industries which had run 

into difficulties lacked working capital pending possible financial 

reorganization, and to provide limited quantities of equipment with a view to 

reiuovir.g hottle-neoks which might Jeopardize the development of particular 

iniuctri^r, in developing countries. 
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l'Mr. Olumide, Nigeria) 

When he had said in his statement on co-ordination that FAO should be allowed 

to continue that part of its programme which concerned industrialization because 

it had a lai-p budget, he had had in mind the fact that an organization could not 

discharge its functions if it lacked sufficient funds. The crux of the matter, 

therefore, was the need to place adequate funds at UNTDO's disposal and he 

appealed to the developed countries to make generous contributions, whether 

through a pledging conference or otherwise, so that their expressed desire to see 

the developing countries advance economically could be realized. 

Mr- nMJP  (France) said that as his delegation had consistently taken the 

position that funds intended for administrative purposes should not be used for 

anything else, it felt that research conducted by UNIDO should be financed from 

the regular budget when it was of a general nature and from voluntary contributions 

when it related to specific projects, which would come under the heading of 

operational activities. That was the condition under which his Government was 

willing to share the expenses that would have to be met through the regular budget 

if the Board felt that UNIDO should give research a prominent place in its 

programme of work. 

He could not agree with the Peruvian representative that the need for 

flexibility would justify a decision to give the Executive Director the power to 

transfer funds from one section of the budget to another as he saw fit, for that 

would be contrary to the principles of sound financial managei ent and to the 

decision taken by the General Assembly when at its twenty-first session it had 

approved the recommendations 01 the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts to Examine the 

Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies. 

If UNIDO's operational activities were to be financed by voluntary 

contributions, in accordance with the wishes of the developing countries, the 

Organization would have to know the extent and the source of such contributions 

in advance. Yet while the developing countries insisted that UNIDO should 

thus be given financial independence the countries which were the 

prospective donors tended to withdraw to non-committal positions. Time should 

be allowed for a compromise solution to be worked ovt and he would therefore 

confine himself to a statement of his delegation's views on the question of the 

source of contributions to cover UNIDO's operational activities. 

/... 
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([•>.   Viaud ,   France) 

A3  operational   activi+jes would not  involve the  financing  of industrial 

investment but v^re concerned with the pre-investment  phase -  perhaps 

including the implementation of pilot projects - trie y would constitute what might 

be described as  "traditional" technical  assistance activities and should therefore 

be closely linked to the work of UNDP.    The argument that UNIDO would not be 

truJy autonomous  unless i+  had its own separate resources was disproved by the 

experience of FAO,  which executed more than one third of the projects approved by 

the Special Fund with resources provided by the latter,   yet retained its full 

autonomy.    UNIDO would have a much clearer idea of the resources to be available 

to it over the next three or four years if its operational activities were 

financed mainly by UNDP than it would if it had to depend on voluntary 

contributions.    Naturally it could expect that some of its resources would Cv.me 

from such contributions - his own Government,  for example, was  studying the 

possibility of making contributions in kind by offering fellowships,  the services 

of experts,  and assistance in organizing  international gatherings concerned with 

the problems of industrial development.    The fact remained, however,  that France 

and many of tne other industrialized countries were not yet in a posi-ion to state 

just what they would provide.     In view of all those considerations, he thought  it 

might be advisable not to try to decide on a definitive work  programme until the 

Board's next session. 

'/ith re-gird to the question of the way in which voluntary contributions would 

be provided, he recalled that when voting in favour of General Assembly resolution 

2152  (XXI) his delegation had made it clear that it was not thereby committing 

itself to participate in a pledging conference.    Its position was that it should 

be  left to Governments to decide not only what their contributions were to consist 

of but also the way in which they were to be announced,   in accordance with the 

provisions of operative paragraph 23 of resolution 2152  (XXI). 

The action which the Board could take now might perhaps include addressing  a 

recommendation to Member States to take note of the provisions of resolution 

nr}['   (XXI ) and  to decide as  soon as possible what their contributions to UNIDO would 

be.     .it  the sane time  it could recommend  the technical  assistance bodies to let 

"NIT'" knnv.' Mie extent of the resources which might be approved  in the next three 

y arr,  f->r  :re-investment  projects relating  to industrial development.     Finally,   it 

• •...!   :r-v   ;;   a   r. rcmmemlation concerning  the ways  in which UNIDO could participate 

/... 
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in  the management and use  of technical  assistance credits under  i art   V of n- 

regular budpet.    That part of the funds provided  for under Part   V ..-hid. had 

formerly been used to finance operational  activities in the  Held  of industria! 

development ought to be eliminated and replaced by voluntary contributions:      „ 

Governments would not want  the total   amount  available  for technicaj   assistane. 

to be reduced, he was sure  that  such  contributions would be forthcominr in  amount, 

as  large  as,  if not  larger than,  the amount  eliminated. 

As a pledging conference would hardly be successful   if held   immediately,   cince 

the question was a controversial  one,   it might be better not to take action" on 
that proposal at the  current session. 

Mr-  Bmmi   (Jnited *»* ^public)  said that in the discussion on  item  10 
many speakers seemed  to be trying to revert to positions which were no longer 

tenable now that the General Assembly had adopted resolution 215L>  (XXI ).    In that 

resolution the As-mbly hau clearly accepted  the principle that UNIDO,  as nn 

autonomous body,  should have its own resources and that the way  m which they would 

be made available to it would not depend on the prior approval  of any other body. 

It had then gone on to specify that they could be made available   in  three way«:' 

through a pledging conference or in accordance with regulations  7.2 and 7.3  of the 

Financial  Regulations  of the United nations,   or by both methods,   taking into 

consideration the interests of the Governments concerned and of u\ IDO.    His 

delegation was convinced that if a balance was to be maintained between those 

interests a pledging  conference would offer the best means of providing th.; 

resources  in ouestion,  for it would enatle UNIDO to know in advance what funds 

would be available to it during a given financial  year or even bienr.ium. 

He could not agree with the calculation made by the representative of B, igiun 

to the effect that UNIDO now had about $20 million at its disposal.     That figure 

did  not differentiate between UNIDO-s own resources and those of other bodies    or 

between UNIDO's role as an executing agency and its role as an autonomous body 

similar to the specialized agencies,  which  likewise played a dual  role and hud 
their own independent  resources. 

/... 
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(Mr.   Badavi, United Arab Republic) 

He wished to associate his delegation with the constructive suggestions put 

forward on the previous day by the representatives of Jordan, Pakistan,  India and 

Sudan and to indicate which of them seemed to his delegation to be of the greatest 

importance   for IJNIDO's   immediate  future.     Firstly,  UNIDO should elaborate its own 

financial   regulations  and the Board should *1 "fore request the Executive Director 

to give priority to that matter and report on it °.t the Board's next  session. 

Secondly,   the Board should recommend the next session of the General Assembly to 

turn over to UNIDO that part of the regular programme of technical assistance which 

was earmarked for industrial development.     Finally, a redefinition of the nature 

of Spcial  Industrial Services'   funds not only would make those funds  available 

for ready  use but also would be a  first  step towards placing the future relationship 

between UNIDO and UNDP on a firm basis. 

Mr. WARSAMA (Somalia)  said that the question of financing was crucial to 

the effectiveness of IJNIDO's activities.    The delegation of Somalia believed that 

the voluntary contributions referred to in paragraph 22 (a) of General Assembly 

resolution 2152  should be made at  a pledging conference.     It had been agreed that 

UNIDO should be an autonomous organization with its own finances, and the only 

question at issue was  how such voluntary contributions, which cculd be in cash or 

in kind,  should be made.    Governments could make contributions in kind by such 

measures  as placing experts at UNIDO's disposal, offering fellowships and 

undertaking certain feasibility studies on behalf of UNIDO;  direct cash 

contributions pledged by Governments would enable UNIDO to have its own financial 

resources  and to know  in advance  the amount of financing which would be available 

to it.    There would,  o"' course, have to be some flexibility in the utilization of 

those resources,  as was  recognized in paragraph L'I* of General Assembly resolution 

.152  (XXI). 

The  Urogramme of Special  Industrial Services was  valuable and should be 

cont inu*»d,   unce em^rr/'noy  situations would always arise and must be met promptly. 

Hov-  v- r,   t ti*=- rinunce   contributed to that programme  should form part of the over- 

ill   r-'i-ourcv:;  avail;)» 1 ^  t >  UNIDO,   so that  any  surplus   funds  could be  diverted to 

•h.'r  t,irp>:'"..  wfKT'Vcr  r^^'-l0-     While  »JNIDO would  certainly  be an  ir.^ortant 

•xecut i!,,'   íW'.--!¡,<y    ,{'  ilîlt'r and would   utilize  resources  allocated   for technical 
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assistance under the United Nations regular budget,   it must be  in a position to 

administer resources contributed specifically for industrial development  activities, 

and the most effective way of achieving its objectives would be to obtain those 
resources  through a pledging conference. 

Mr^JjumUrescuJRomaniaj,, Vice-President.  took the Chair. 

Mr.  KALDEREN (Sweden)   said that the present arrangments  for financing 

the activities of UNIDO were provisional and were likely to remain so  for some 

time.     No work programe or detailed budgetary requirements had yet been prepared 

and it  would only be possible to evaluate the organization's progress  in about a 

year,   following the establishment of its headquarters at  Vienna and the holding 

of the  International Symposium on Industrial  Development.    Ine programme of 

Special   Industrial Services, too, was  still experimental and could not be properly 

evaluated before another year had elapsed.    Fortunately,  UNIDO was not lacking in 

funds  for the coming year,  since regular allocations  from the United Nations budget 

and the contributions made to the programme of Special Industrial Services would 

both be available.    In that connexion,  he noted that Sweden would shortly have 

paid its  contribution of $0.5 million to the trust  fund for Special Industrial 
Services. 

Nevertneless,  it should be possible to envisage  UNIDO«s long-term financial 

structure.    His delegation wished to see the new organization,  like other action- 

oriented bodies in the United Nations  family,  develop into an agency utilizing 

considerable amounts of UNDP funds.     In order to achieve a rational allocation of 

available  funds in accordance wif, over-ell priorities in the developing countries, 

it would be desirable for the main bulk of UNIDO's work to be financed through 

UNDP and  the regular programme of technical assistance. 

A problem might arise  in the case of the type of activities now carried out 

under the programme of Special Industrial Services.     That programme had come into 

being,  on an experimental basis,  in order to meet certain needs peculiar to the 

manufacturing industry which could only be handled in a flexible and imaginative 

way by using,  for example,   individual experts,  teams of consultants and special 

training  facilities.    Where a local or  international  banking institution assumed 

responsibility for the financing of the  investment  concerned, such  services were 

/. 
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provided if required, but if the ultimate source of financing was not definite or 

the capital was to be provided by a Government, assistance from an outside agency 

might be essential, and those services could best be provided by experienced 

international institutions which knew precisely what kind of expertise was 

required and where it could be found. 

The progress report on the initial year of the programme of Special Industrial 

Services (ID/B/7) showed the value of the programme: there had been many requests 

for assistance, which had been promptly and adequately met. Acceptable 

administrative procedures involving the UNDP and other United Nations bodies had 

been worked out, commendable reliance had been placed on UNDP Resident 

Representatives for liaison with Governments, and the use of consultants and 

contracting consultants would ensure that the best available expertise was 

mobilized. The effectiveness of the programme could only be comprehensively 

evaluated after a further year, when a full report of its achievements could 

form the basis for a decision by the Board on a more sustained programme of such 

activities. In that connexion, UNIDO should avoid too great a commitment in 

individual enterprises whose difficulties did not seem capable of solution by 

international action. 

The cost of such activities could not easily be foreseen, but their 

effectiveness should be measured by increased output, savings and profits rather 

than by the amount of money spent. A firm and realistic forecast of the demand 

for funds over the next few years ccold, however, be made after one year had 

elapsed, and would be based on the financial rules and practices of UNDP and the 

regular programme of technical assistance, which were rather flexible and 

appropriate for meeting the specific needs of industrial development.  Special 

industrial services would increasingly be carried out by regular staff or 

consultants, and if additional funds were needed for operational activities they 

should br found from UNIDO's regular budget, which made provision for outside 

consultant services and travel costs. 

Mr. SCHMIDT-HÖHTX (Federal Republic of Germany) noted that the financial 

previsions containe \  in General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) had given rise to 

r.r^at controversy and many delations, including that of the Federal Republic of 

-.'..•nr.M.::y, h.il n.ad-; explicit reservations regarding the final text, particularly with 
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relation to paragraph 23   (a).     The Government of the Federal Republic of German 

still believed that UNDP should be the main source of financing for UNIDO's 

activities,  and his delegation hoped that UNIDO would soon be able to increase 

its  share of UNDP funds,  which was not at present  commensurate with the importance 

of its task.    The Federal  Republic of Germany fully recognized the urgent need to 

promote industrialization in the developing countries and believed that UNIDO 

should become an effective tool within the United Nations system.    Since existing 

resources had not been exhausted, the effectiveness of the new organization 

depended not so much on the acquisition of additional funde as on an improvement 

in existing working methods, so that UNIDO would be able to present an increasing 

number of feasible projects in the industrial field which could be financed by 

UNDP and the programme of Special Industrial Services. 

His delegation was therefore not in favour of a pledging conference, at least 

for the present.    Such a conference would be premature, since the organization had 

only just been establisned and so far had no clearly defined work programme.    After 

the initial experimental  phase,  during which the existing mechanism for financing 

the organization's activities would be adequate, UNIDO would receive many more 

requests for assistance from developing countries, and the Board could then 

reconsider the question of a pledging conference.    At present, it would be almost 

impossible for his delegation to convince the competent governmental and 

parliamentary bodies of his Government that funds should be pledged directly to an 

organization just commencing its activities, which could at present be adequately 
financed through existing channels. 

Referring to the comments of the representative of Jordan (ID/B/SR.I8) on 

the letters of his Government contained in annex III of document ID/B/7, he recalled 

that those letters had been designed to clarify his Government's position regarding 

tue distribution of a total amount -pledged by the Federal Republic of Germany to 

UNDP.     They had been written before the adoption of General Assembly resolution 

215?  (XXI),  and while there might be some possibility of their being misunderstood, 

the text was clearly intended to mean that his Government wished a part of the 

total  amount pledged to be  allocated to  industrial development projects, and not 

that  it should be piedad directly to UNIDO.     Since the decision to treat  the amount 
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concern, ,i as  funds -in-trust under the programme of Special Industrial Services 

enUrely met  the   intention of his Government,  it had not considered it necessary 

tc give further  clarifications after the adoption of General Assembly resolution 

vry¿ (xxi). 

Hic delegation opposed the idea of holding a UNIDO pledging conference and 

appealed to delegations which supported that  idea not to press it for the present. 

There would be  little value in such a conference if the principal donor countries 

were unwilling to   attend. 

—• •••'-—Hi   ( '  '•   •   -'•   r ••   "'•«'   'rxcnt    jf   :n.D.'       i : r.   nllctxtrd   L; 
:        '•'      '       "''       '"'c:"   ['-r ''"" '   • -T.M r !  V     tl.c   Jr..;',f    si   cime   thct   the 

: J!•<').   ;:c  ;   nc;  orr^ni::. .io. ,  must  endeevou.' 

•   - '.x   '.:;.: s  gern ìTI  c r^xc.ir ul,   J:,  the  importance 

-  c   . ce:'  to  iiu'ix: ce   che  i.\ f. er of requests 

J     X-- «J jPin,-  i'3:nU-icr,   ...t-     roportion  of rei, i, sts 

• •     '•      c.xlori.c: t  -:i\s   ir    l'a...   cu. rc:<sinç.     Tiri 

l>  '    ;:    'cs.• ì ti • ijj   i'roii:    x>    t:   L   end  bureaucrccv; 

-  • rri.rics   cere   c. e' le   LJ  ••rovidc   iinurir.l 

:c  ve re   <. ;r I ucLcd . 

However,  it  was  not true to say that available  funds were sufficient and that 

there were insufficient requests  for assistance in  industrial development:     for 

example, the funds   contributed to the progr^jiime  for Special Industrial Services 

could be used to   finance the category  II requests   for which the technical 

•issist.nne.. :-.fftor  of IJNDP at present  had  insufficient  funds.    Thus, the true 

situation war,  that   available resources were  in fact  insufficient  for over-all 

: n.iur.t ri.-il  development  needs.    Direct  contributions to  UNIDO were essential if the 

i.-w ontani nation  vaa  to achieve a real  take-off and be  able to administer it.« 

. wr.   funds.     Those   contributions  could  of course  be made  by letter or 

•inn..un.-Q#.nt ,  but    oth-rwise a pledging  conference  was  essential.     In  fact,  UNIDO 

m .uid :,,tvr  sufficient   funds not only  to meet,  requests   from developing countries 

*'    ';r ' {" ' '''" ,,jra(V-  confidence   m  those countries  that  adequate resources were 

v'"i"al'' 'a"!  ' h'Lt    i"ìu'   if''iy:   would  not uccur.,   as  they often did at present. 
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(The President) 
Replying ti the comments of the United Kingdom representative (ID/B/SR.I8 ), 

he recalled that the United Kingdom delegation had often stated that it regarded 

aid to developing countries as an obligation rather than as  charity.    It was 

unfortunate that the United Kingdom delegation had seen fit  to make its voluntary 

contribution to the programme of Special  Industrial Services  rather than to UNH50 
itself. 

He had not wished to question either the right of the Government of the Ftederal 

Republic of Germany to determine how it vas to make its  contribution 0r the wisdom 

of its decision.    His comments on that Government's letters had been based on his 

understanding of the text, which seemed to him to imply that part of the 

contribution was to be made directly to UNIDO. 

Mr^PRAJßl (Italy) said he felt that some of the statements which had been 

made were based on a misunderstanding.    He did not think that anyone had questioned 

tne desirability of UNIDO's being administratively autonomous or having the funds 

necessary for operational activities under its own control.     It was also agreed by 

all that the resources of the United Nations family for industrial development 

assistance should be steadily increased.     The problem concerned the manner in which 

contributions to UNIDO should be made.    There was no need for a confrontation between 

the major potential contributors and the developing countries.     It was interesting 

to note that those States which did not favour a special pledging conference were the 

very States which had been foremost  in making financial resources available to the 

Centre for Industrial Development - and now to UNIDO -  for financing operational 
activities of its own. 

If the Board was divided  on the question of a pledging conference, there would 

be no purpose in a recommendation in favour of such a conference based on a majority 

vote.    The Italian Covernment was considering the possibility of making a direct 

contribution to UNIDC; at the present stage  in UMDO's existence, the adoption by 

the Board of decisions not based on general agreement could only have a negative 

influence on Governments such as his own.     If a pledging conference did not have 

the sympathy of the major potential  contributors,  it would not represent a stimulus 

to UNIDO's activities,  as was hoped,  and would serve no useful purpose.    Rather than 

have a vote on the issue,  it would be better to describe  the situation in the report, 

•Hk 
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(Mr.   Franzi,   Italy) 

wtkiri.;    lf'ir that   there was agreement that increased  resources were needed for 

In<iw:-t.riai development,   that UNIDO must be administratively autonomous,  and that 
vi'ri^ resources  muc-t  be placed at UNIDO's  disposal,   in a manner which was 

ar'>.-ptu.l>lo,  a:;   far as  possible,   to the major donors.     The report  should register 

agreement  rather   than  oisa^reement. 

Mr.  CRACHA  (india) thoupht that there was  a need for further clarification 

T the intentions of the Cenerai Assembly regarding the financial arrangements for 

UNIDO. Op(írativp paragraph J? of General Assembly resolution 21^2 (XXl) mentioned 

t'irle   iifièrent  sources  from which the  operational  expenses of UNIDO were to be met. 

Lt war  cifrar  from the text of the resolution and from resolution 2069 (XX) that the 

Assembly intended  that  funds should be provided through all three of those sources. 

ne   if the courses  mentioned was voluntary contributions made directly to the 

rganiration.     Paragraph ?.l set out two methods by which voluntary contributions 

:old be made,  and a Government caild  fulfil  its obligation under the resolution by 

«-•Lthcr method.     Ef,   however, a Government whicii was   in a position to make 

••^itrihutj.jns did  co through the United  nations  Development Programme and not 

ilre-tly  to UNIDO by one of the methods mentioned  in paragraph 25,   that would,   in 

nie   view,   be   in   violation of '       .-.-.,   Accenni;/1-   re c -l^ti.nc 

Tt had  been argued  that UNIDO had  not yet demonstrated that  it could effectively 

spend more money and that not enough sound projects  had  been forthcoming.     But 

UNTDO could hardly  prove  itself to be effective until it had more funds.     Similarly, 

'hv>   Laci;   )f ruff iciont  projects was largely attributable  to the absence of a 

•p. "ialized body such aa UNIDO to promote such projects, and UNIDO could not start 

; n.n;<-i! ¡ rig cucii projects unless there wert prospects  of sufficient resources  being 

ivaj lab h*. 

He had  the  impresión that some delegations though not convinced that a 

rldin.- "'jnivronne should be held in the  immediate future, were not opposed to such 

1   • >Wr'-ii'-e   in principle.     If that was the general  view among the major donor 

•.'•::.;.ri' r,   a narnn nir.at i >n of views seemed possible.     He hoped that some way could 

... :   '      • r.'ir.uf   to.   cial \"ue and  find a  formula for a unanimous recommendation. 

' • '   '• t   :'""1   *'ot   a    "invine in;-, '•use  lied been made against a pledging conference. 

'•"<••   '•••• •f"T'- l..1   nal    Oi.-arly  intended  UNIDO to  have  its own operational  funds. 
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(Mr.   Chadha,   India) 

To depart from that principle would be to violate the understanding on the basis of 

vhach the developing countries had agreed to the establishment of UNIDO rather than 

a specialized agency for industrial development.     If Governments  intended to make 

contributions to UNIDO,  the procedure of a pledging conference would  simply give 

their contributions some publicity and it was hard to see how there could be any 
objection to such a procedure. 

With regard to the scope of the programme of Special Industrial Services, the 

Board had been told that contributions made  in the past for that programme could be 

utilised  for UNIDO activities.    However,  those contributions had been made prior to 

resolution 2152 (xxi), and the terms under which they had been made were not strictly 

in keeping with the provisions of that resolution.     It had been pointed out that 

under paragraph 25, it read in conjunction with paragraph 23 <b),  contributions made 

under paragraph 23 (b) were to be disbursed by the  Secretary-General,   in consultation 

with the Executive Director of UNIDO,  for purposes consistent with the policies, aims 

and functions of UNIDO.    Contribution which were not available for disbursement 

under UNIDO's control could not be regarded as   contributions made directly to UNIDO. 

*"• K0FFI (lv0ry Coast) recalled that,  at the lUth meeting,  during the 
discussion on co-ordination, he had drawn attention to the reed for the establishment 

of an action programme,  taking into account available resource and the activities 

of the specialized aßencies.    He had also mentioned the need for a concerted approach 

by the recipient countries.    At the same time,   the deyeloping countries should be 

wary of imposing decisions by majori+y vote without taking into account the views 

of the developed countries.    A crystallization of opposed positions was undesirable 

and there was no point in decisions adopted by a majority when that majority did 

not have the means to implement them.    He agreed with the representative of Italy 

that some of the discussion seemed to have been based on a misunderstanding.    In 

his own view,  the discussion of financial questions  could more usefully be 

concentrated on the question of procedures such as  programme budgeting which would 

help to ensure the availability of adequate resources for UNIDO's activities.    He 

was disappointed that none of the developed countries which had expressed 

reservations  concerning the timeliness of a pledging conference had  Indicated that 

they were nevertheless ready to mak, voluntary contributions under paragraph 22 (a) 
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(Mr-   Koffi,   Ivory Coast) 

of resolution 2152  (XXl).     He would have liked to hear  those  States make it clear 

that,  while they were opposed  to a UNIDO special pledging conference,  they were  not 

ruling out direct contributions,  which might be announced,   for example, at a UNDP 

pledging conference. 

It was true that the  immédiate task ahead was to decide on organizational 

arrangements,  to make preparations  for the  International Sympoeium  on Industrial 

Development,  and to go ahead with the project,', planned  for 19^7.    But one must 

think about I968 and I969 also.     The resources allocated to UNIDO by UNDP would 

hardly be sufficient for effective operational activities by UNIDO.    He wondered 

how the developed countries,  most of which supported the idea of programme budgeting, 

considered that it could be carried out,   jnlcss the amount of resources which would 

be available - additional to resources provided through UNDP - was known.    He would 

nlso be grateful  if the representative of the Netherlands could clarify his remarks 

regarding the  financing of research and operational activities. 

Mr-   BIAU (United  States  of America) said that he  felt that his delegation's 

statement at the 18th meeting made clear the United  States  view on the question 

raised by the representative  of the   Ivory Coast.    He thought  it necessari,  however, 

to reply to other statements  that had  been made.     Ti.c   Itg:.l :'.uvis.. 
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consultation with the Administrator of       ...      Nothing  in resolution 2152  (XXl) 

affected the authority of the  Secretary-General to accept such funds or to ei trust 

any Secretariat official with the task of administering them.     It was argued that 

such  fund:.- were  not contributions   under  the  tema    >f resolution 2152  (XXl).     He 

c "JL.1  only p\y that,  his  delegation  had mode  it clear  in  the Ad Hoc  Committee 

"\  • .¡if  Unit*-!  r.ni 'i MIL    )rc-"uii's;iti-n   for  In i us trial  fHvel'-praent,   in the Committee   for 

Indisi ¡f ":L  IVv- I -¡u.cnt.,   in  th<=   F'-oimtri1 <•   jnd  3<>e*ial  Council   and  in the  Second 
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(Mr.   Blau,  United States) 

CnoBjlttce nf the onerai Assembly that,  If the United States Judged it appropriate, 

taki/ig into account the budgetary and financial situation of UNIDO, to make fivthe.- 

resources available to that organization,  it would do so in the same form as it had 

done for the year I966.     It was for legal experts to decide whether those explicit 

statements formed part of the legislative history of General Assembly rctoluticr. 

2152 Otti) and signified that such contributions could be regarded as contribution« 

voider the terms of resolution 2152 (XXI). 

The meeting rose at 1.10 p.m. 
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